

















































































































(01/1979	–	12/2002)	 238.78	±	2.99		 259.1410	±	1.73	 09/1979-08/2002	
AIRS/AMSU	V-6		
(09/2002	–	09/2016)		 243.34	±	2.91	 	264.03	±	1.65	 09/2002-08/2016	
AIRS	Only	V-6		
(09/2002	–	present)	 243.31	±	2.87		 	264.04	±	1.63		 	09/2002-08/2016	
CERES	Edi2on	2.8	
(03/2000	–	11/2016)	 239.75	±	2.69		 259.68	±	1.42	 09/2002-08/2016	
CERES	Edi2on	4.0	
(03/2000	–	present)	 240.32	±	2.68		 260.33	±	1.41	 09/2002-08/2016	
Suomi-NPP	CrIS		
(01/2012	–	present)	 Will	be	available	In	2018	 Will	be	available	In	2018	 N/A	
YEAR









































First PC of All-Sky OLR Anomaly : Smoothed
Comparison	of	EOFs	and	PCs	from	TOVS,	AIRS,	and	CERES	OLR	Anomaly		
TOVS	 CERES	AIRS	Nino	3.4	Index	
13	11/8/17	
1979	-	2002	vs	2002	-	2016	
OLRclr	ARCs	(W/m2/yr)	 LWCRF	ARCs	(W/m2/yr)	OLR	ARCs	(W/m2/yr)	
		
OLRclr	ARCs	(W/m2/yr)	 LWCRF	ARCs	(W/m2/yr)	OLR	ARCs	(W/m2/yr)	
14	
11/8/17	 Lee,	Susskind,	and	Iredell	 15	
24	yrs	TOVS:	1978:	2002	 14	yrs	AIRS:	2002:	2016	
Summary:	Part	II	
	-	AIRS	surface	temperature	shows	arc2c	warming	focused	
in	Barents	and	Kara	Seas.	
	-	AIRS	and	CERES	OLR	data	shows	that	OLR	and	LWCRF	
show	signiﬁcant	increase	over	Barents	and	Kara	Seas.	
	-	TOVS	OLR	data	show	moderate	change	over	those	regions	
with	slow	increase.	
AIRS	OLR	and	OLRclr	anomaly:	(75N-85N,	40E-80E)	
ARC	of	Ts	(2002-2016)	
Clear	sky	OLR	 All	sky	OLR	
